Lab 5: Multi-Agent Lab
CS 470

Name(s): ________________________________

Today’s Date: ________________

Timestamp before passoff: ________________  (Days late: _____)

_____ / 60 points: Level 1 Mission accomplished in reasonable time
☐ Thawed a frozen teammate
☐ Froze an enemy agent
☐ Protected your flag from the TA agent
☐ Beating 5-Agent TA Team (Captured enemy’s flag)

_____ / 20 points: Level 2 Mission accomplished in reasonable time
☐ Thawed a frozen teammate
☐ Froze an enemy agent
☐ Protected your flag from the TA agent
☐ Beating 7-Agent TA Team (Captured enemy’s flag)

_____ / 20 points: Writeup

Points awarded not counting late days: ______
☐ Code was modified during passoff. Additional late days: ______

Points deducted at 20 points per late day: ______

Final Score: ______  TA’s Initials: ______